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!ere are times you think you know about the challenges that lie 
ahead for you, only to be surprised by things that you’ve never 
thought of before. For instance, shortly after I was elected as 
Governor of Maine, I asked for a brie"ng about two of the biggest 
emergencies I might encounter while performing the job I had just 
been elected to hold. !ose potential emergencies were an incident 
at the state’s only nuclear power plant or an unwieldy riot by 
prisoners at the state’s penitentiary. For both of those scenarios, I was 
informed about the potential risks, and it gave me an opportunity to 

think about preparing for them, should either happen.  

While neither of those risks—thankfully—came to fruition on my watch, the worst 
#ooding to hit Maine in 50 years did, and it was an experience I will never forget. !e loss 
of property and impact to lives in my home state was a challenge for all of us to endure, but 
that experience brought some powerful lessons that stay with me today.

Risk and reality go hand in hand and neither can or should be separated from the other. 
Both can inform and empower people to make the decisions that need to be made. Many 
times those decisions can be very di$cult and extremely unpopular, but if they are made 
with solid facts and strong insights, those decisions can be seen over time as tough calls being 
made at the right time.

Managing risks in volatile climates is not easy, but it is what leadership is all about. !at’s 
just one of the many traits that link entrepreneurs with the CEOs of notable worldwide 
enterprises. While both categories of business leaders focus on the ever-important bottom 
line, they also have to keep their eyes opened to the other unknown threats and challenges 
that can disrupt or derail their operations in an instant.  

Market changes, geopolitical shifts, natural hazards, cybersecurity threats, and more evolve 
every day, and every leader of an enterprise has to be ready for anything and everything in 
order to keep the “Open for Business” sign burning brightly in their front window every day. 

In today’s marketplace, the risks are more dynamic than ever before, which is why 
understanding risk is even more critical today. As important as it is to be informed about 
the challenges that may occur on your watch, it is the ability to adapt, respond, and recover 
that enables you to lead e%ectively. If we allow those known and unknown risks to prevent 
us from taking the next steps forward, we will fail to innovate, make the next big leap in 
technology, or explore the full potential of a market or our own personal abilities. Rather, 
when we are informed of our risks, we can take the steps necessary to fully realize our 
potential in all of its forms. 

!is issue of the BHQ explores some of the facets of risk that are being used to make 
our businesses, markets, and communities more enterprising and informed places. By 
understanding how these tools work, we all can gain a better handle on how risks can 
inform and empower our future going forward. !at’s information that makes the ultimate 
di%erence in decision making.

 Sincerely, 

 John McKernan
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B
ack in December, I attended the annual 
conference of the U.S. Chamber’s 
Committee of 100 (C100), where the 

nation’s leading association executives re#ected on 
2013 and planned for the year ahead. 
Despite the conference’s sunny 
beachside location, the 
mood in the room was 
distinctly cloudy—no 
surprise for a group 
whose professional 
outlook hinges 
on decisions 
made by the U.S. 
Congress, which just 
completed a year that 
was barely one-tenth as 
productive as the infamous 
“Do-Nothing Congress” of 
the late 1940s.  

Unfortunately, economic 
uncertainty has become a 
vicious cycle in Washington. My 
hypothesis is that our current 
state of political polarization is 
not random; as more people "ght 
over a "xed or shrinking pie—and 
relative in#ation-adjusted earnings of the 
middle class fall—economic rancor and mistrust 
bleed into the political arena, making it all but 
impossible to reach consensus. !is legislative 
stalemate, in turn, breeds uncertainty and 
heightened risk that freezes business investment, 
thereby perpetuating the cycle.

And it’s not just industries tied directly to 
Washington that are feeling the burden of this 
uncertainty. BGOV—Bloomberg’s service for 
professionals who interact with or are impacted 

by the federal government—conducted 
a study to determine how private 

sector sentiment toward the 
public sector has changed 

in recent years. Our 
analysts reviewed risk 
statements in the 
10-K reports of 60 
companies across 
a broad spectrum 

of industries. Not 
surprisingly, we found 

that the federal government 
is quickly rising up the 

ranks of risk factors that keep 
executives up at night—but the 
magnitude of this rise is startling. 
In total, 47 of the 60 companies 
BGOV studied focused more on 
government risk in 2011 than 
they did in 2005. [Note:  See 
BHQ Issue 7 for “Risky Business: 

Measuring Government Impact” by 
Bloomberg’s Anthony Costello.] One 

interesting example among these companies is 
Houston-based Schlumberger, an oil and gas 
services company that has zero government 
contracts and derives nearly 70% of its sales from 
outside the United States, yet devoted half of its 
10-K risk section to U.S. government risk.  

BY DAN DOCTOROFF 
PRESIDENT AND CEO, BLOOMBERG L.P.

While there’s a natural 
tendency to pull back on 

investment during times of 
uncertainty, doing so delays 

economic recovery and 
actually puts your 

business 
at greater 

risk.



While there’s a natural tendency to pull back on 
investment during times of uncertainty, doing so delays 
economic recovery and actually puts your business at 
greater risk. !is was con"rmed by a 2002 McKinsey & 
Company Quarterly study, “Learning to Love Recessions,” 
which showed that companies that ramp up investment 
in high-risk climates—even temporarily sacri"cing pro"t 
margins to do so—tend to come out stronger when the 
economy recovers.  

And if we look past the dysfunction in Washington, I 
think this is a great time to invest in your business. I’m 
an unabashed optimist about America’s prospects, and 
not the rose-colored-glasses kind. My optimism is based 
on 200 years of U.S. history. When Michael Bloomberg 
became mayor in early 2002—and I joined him as deputy 
mayor—the "res at Ground Zero were still smoldering, 
and the dot-com bubble had just burst. We were facing 
one of the gravest crises in the city’s history. Residents and 
businesses were #eeing, and the tax base was drying up. 
Recognizing that the economic and "nancial cycles that 
had battered the U.S. economy tended to impact New 
York more dramatically than the nation as a whole, we 
determined that we had to understand "nancial cycles 
to better plan for them. So we studied the 10 "nancial 
panics, crashes or busts that had occurred since New York 

became a "nancial center around 1800: the depression of 
1807; the panics of 1819, 1837, 1857, 1873, 1893 and 
1907; the Great Depression; the early 1970s; and Black 
Monday in 1987.

What was surprising was that the rhythm of bust and 
boom followed a very similar pattern: robust recovery 
following each crisis was led by major innovation—
fundamental and lasting structural changes to the 
economy, the conquest of new sources of raw materials, 
major new methods of "nancing or production, and 
the opening of new and rapidly growing markets. Each 
time, these innovations produced a wave of investment 
in entirely new industries, which in turn stimulated 
secondary industries—all creating a multiplying e%ect that 
changed market psychology, got consumers and businesses 
spending again, and encouraged economic resurgence.

Following the recession of 1807, new methods of 
agricultural production led to dramatic economic 
expansion in the early 1800s. Building the great inland 
canals (like the Erie Canal) propelled the economy of 
the 1820s, as did railroad expansion in the 1840s, the 
development of the oil and steel industries in the 1870s, 
new mass-production techniques (like the assembly 
line) in the 1910s, and the Internet in the 1990s. Each 
innovation followed a major contraction. Even the New 

Deal only stabilized the economy and didn’t end the 
Depression; what ended it was the mobilization for 
World War II.

Financial innovation has also played an important 
(though at times, controversial) role in economic recovery 
and growth, which can be seen in the expansion of credit 
through paper currency in the 1810s, the development 
of junk bonds in the 1970s, and the sharp rise of 
securitization over the past decade. And, of course, 
human nature being what it is, excitement 
about these innovations eventually gives 
way to exuberance and irrationality, which 
leads to the inevitable crash, and the cycle 
begins again.

While it is unfashionable to talk about 
American Exceptionalism, the innovation 
cycle is a uniquely American phenomenon. 
As a nation of immigrants, we are optimists 
by nature. After all, the decision to uproot 
one’s life to move from another country 
to ours requires a fundamental belief that 
what’s to come will be better than what’s 
come before. Each succeeding wave of new 
immigrants renews this optimism. It is also 
not surprising that such a high percentage of disruptive 
companies are founded by immigrants.

If you’re waiting for the next innovation cycle to begin, 
you’re already missing it.  

!ere’s no more dramatic example than the energy 
sector. A boom in the discovery and extraction of shale 
reserves now positions the United States to surpass 
Russia and Saudi Arabia as the world’s top oil producer 
by 2015—something unimaginable just a few years ago. 
And while some might think our oil boom would come 

at the expense of renewable energy, the U.S. Department 
of Energy reported a 26% increase in renewable energy 
generation since 2011, with even stronger demand 
expected to continue this year, while margins on wind 
power continue to grow as that market matures.

Keep your eye on manufacturing. While no one expects 
us to revert to the industrial economy we once had, there 
are hopeful signs of a modern manufacturing resurgence 
led by e$ciency, technological sophistication, and lower 

transportation costs. It’s no coincidence that Tesla—one of 
the hottest American success stories today—was not just 
conceptualized in America. Its cars are built here too.  

Healthcare is also a red-hot market for innovation. While 
many were focused on the uproar over the bungled rollout 
of Healthcare.gov, the more important story is the massive 
opportunity for disruptive solutions the A%ordable Care 
Act will create in the coming years, with support coming 
from both public and private sector investment. When 
the professional services "rm BDO recently surveyed fund 
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managers on which industries they viewed as having the 
greatest opportunity for new investment in the coming 
year, healthcare and biotech tied for second, behind 
only manufacturing.

!e tech sector continues to be the backbone of 
this innovation cycle. In just the past few years, the 
broadband revolution (both wired and wireless) has 
connected more people at faster speeds in the United 
States and across the globe. Few industries have 
been immune to its disruptive power. Peer lending is 
empowering consumers to skip banks; cable television 
is dying a slow death as consumers embrace on-demand 
video; the concept of a university lecture hall is giving 
way to data- and content-rich distance learning; 
countless startups are vying to change the way doctors 
treat patients and manage records; in major cities, even 
the simple act of hailing a cab has been disrupted by 

on-demand taxi apps. Recognizing that the broadband 
revolution still has plenty of room to grow, venture 
capital "rms are competing with each other furiously to 
fund promising startups, with deal volume up 100% last 
year versus 4 years ago.

We are already starting to see the impact of the American 
Innovation Engine on the country’s economic growth.  
But if history is a guide, given the scope of innovation 
across so many industries, it is likely to accelerate over the 
next several years, leading to lower unemployment—and, 
hopefully, reversing the 40-year trend of lower wages for 
the middle class. And if this happens, it is even possible 
that we will begin to witness a gradual reduction in 
political polarization, something that will give even our 
colleagues in the C100 something to smile about. 

Dan Doctoroff is president and CEO of Bloomberg L.P. Previously he 

served as deputy mayor for economic development and rebuilding for 

the City of New York. Follow him on Twitter: @DanDoctoroff.

We are already starting to see the impact of the American Innovation 
Engine on the country’s economic growth.  But if history is a guide, 
given the scope of innovation across so many industries, it is 
likely to accelerate over the next several years, leading to lower 
unemployment—and, hopefully, reversing the 40-‐year trend of lower 
wages for the middle class. 
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more people at faster speeds in the United 
States and across the globe. 
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T he recent disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 has riveted world attention on 
the seemingly incongruous circumstances that would allow a large aircraft to virtually 
disappear. In an age of instant and ubiquitous communications linked through space-

based and terrestrial networks, our expectations regarding what governments and the private sector 
should be capable of doing are growing.   

It is rarely a case of what the private sector or government is actually capable of doing. It is the 
growing aggregate expectation of a whole-nation or whole-planet response to complex events that our 
everyday experiences tell us should be possible. After all, we manage our lives through mobile devices and 
conduct virtual personal and business relationships without regard to time or distance. Why shouldn’t we 
be able to marshal the real and virtual resources needed to locate an aircraft?  

The answer is complexity. 

Complexity related to the scale of the problem geographically. Complexity related to the number 
of countries, private companies, international governing bodies, and stakeholders. Complexity related 
to the application of existing emergency and search and rescue doctrine and procedures across a large 
number and diverse set of participants with varying degrees of capability, capacity, and competencies.  

!e disappearance of Flight 370, the catastrophic events surrounding the tsunami and nuclear 
plant failures at Fukushima, Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, and the Deepwater Horizon oil spill all 
challenged conventional wisdom on how we think about large-scale crises and disasters and confront 
complexity.  

It is likely we could see similar complexity challenges in the wake of a cyber attack on an 
industrial control system that precipitates an industrial accident on the order of the explosion of the 
fertilizer plant in West, Texas in 2013, or the loss of the electrical grid similar to a recent exercise 
(GridEx II) conducted by the National Electric Reliability Cooperative (NERC). 

I have come to believe that in the extensive discussions on risk management and resiliency that 
are appropriately center stage in our national dialogue on preparedness, we may not be adequately 
considering complexity and the e%ects of complexity on the processes, doctrines, procedures, policies, 
and plans that form the collective framework for our responses.   
 

BY    THAD  ALLEN
EXECUTIVE  VICE  PRESIDENT,  BOOZ  ALLEN  HAMILTON



To be more speci"c, we may not be su$ciently 
considering complexity as a “risk aggravator.” We 
have traditionally looked for exogenous reasons 
why we haven’t gotten a response right in larger 
catastrophic events. !e popular notion of the “Black 
Swan” is based on the concept that there are certain 
events that cannot be predicted by past events, data, 
or experience. !e answer may be closer to home 
in a more focused e%ort to understand the level of 
complexity that are we confronting or could confront.  

A case in point: Hurricane Katrina slammed 
into the U.S. Gulf Coast on August 29, 2005. One 
week later, I was assigned as the Deputy Principal 
Federal O$cial to then-FEMA Director Mike Brown 
and was asked to improve the response following 
well-publicized incidents at the New Orleans 
Convention Center and Super Dome, where evacuees 
overwhelmed facilities and there was a general lack 
of governance and coordination. As I #ew into New 
Orleans on the morning of September 6, I was 
overwhelmed with the scale of the disaster.  

Later, standing in the remnants of what used to be 
the cities of Waveland and Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, 
I witnessed an equally catastrophic but di%erent 
disaster. !e storm surge had driven water over the 
coast, then inland across Interstate 10, and "nally to 
the Hancock County Airport, which was nearly 10 

miles inland from the Gulf Coast. Physical damage 
in each location was extreme but di%ered based on 
how the storm came ashore and what the storm 
encountered in terms of physical structures and local 
geographical features.  

!e response in New Orleans had been narrowly 
framed as a response to the hurricane and associated 
#ooding from levee and drainage canal failures. 
In actuality, something far more complex had 
occurred. In speaking, teaching, and writing about 
the response for the last nine years, I have termed 
what happened in New Orleans as “the equivalent 
of a weapon of mass destruction used on the city 
without criminal activity that resulted in a loss of 
continuity of government.”  

!e implications of not understanding this 
complexity resulted in resources being poured into the 
city for a week, though not under the control of local 
authorities that had the legal responsibility for the 
response. In the absence of a coherent command and 
control structure and unity of command, which existed 
in Mississippi, external resources were self deployed 
and were reporting back to their respective chains of 
command and not to a central coordinating structure.  

!e response was ultimately stabilized when we 
were able to re-establish the elements needed for 

civil authorities to meet their responsibilities. We 
did that by providing access, logistics, security, 
administrative support, and communications that 
allowed local law enforcement o$cials to go house 
to house and account for every dwelling, remaining 
survivor, and the di$cult task of recovery of 
remains. !is required a uni"ed federal e%ort in 
support of—not in lieu of—local authorities.  

Had this been understood on August 29 and 30, we 
might have seen di%erent outcomes in New Orleans in 
that "rst week.   

!e Deepwater Horizon response represented a 
di%erent and equally daunting complexity. While 
there was clear federal jurisdiction over the event and 
the location (state jurisdiction ends at three nautical 
miles), "ve states were simultaneously threatened by 
an uncontrolled discharge from a well with no human 
access, for an inde"nite period of time, under varying 
wind, sea, and tidal conditions, and with no precedent 
for controlling the well, other than drilling a relief well.  

Additionally, speculation that the oil could become 
entrained in the Gulf Loop current and be carried 
through the Straits of Florida into the Gulf Stream 

required expansion of the coordination e%ort to 
discussions with the governments of Cuba and 
the Bahamas, as well as additional states on the 
Atlantic seaboard.  

Furthermore, an event involving a private company 
evokes equally complex issues regarding accountability, 
regulatory compliance, and liability—issues not present 
when Mother Nature is the responsible party.  Finally, 
this event occurred on the eve of midterm congressional 
elections and involved a Democratic administration and 
"ve Republican Governors.  

In this event, the existing oil spill response 
framework that had been substantially improved 
following the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989 had to be 
modi"ed to address the unprecedented complexity 
and scale represented by the location of the well 
(5,000 feet deep), the amount of shoreline threatened, 
and the technological challenge to cap the well using 
remotely operated vehicles.  

!e response doctrine regarding the use of 
dispersants and in situ burning was challenged 
publicly and politically. !e involvement of a publicly 
traded company and the associated legal requirements 
for disclosure brought the BP C-Suite into the public 
eye at the same time that they were responsible for 
"xing the problem. !e political volatility and public 
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We need to understand that 
we will never have a major 
crisis or public program 
again that will not involve 
public participation. There 
is no barrier to entry. 
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What he didn’t know and I didn’t know was that three months later 
the measure of an industrial accident would change again when the Exxon 
Valdez would run aground in Alaska causing the largest maritime oil spill in 
U.S. history at that time.  

I have thought back to the exchange with that CEO often in my career 
and have used it as catalyst to dig deeper, ask more questions, exercise plans 
more rigorously, and examine whether currently accepted doctrine and 
response plans are #exible enough to deal with the unknown, the complexity 
not planned for.  

!e implications for risk management and leadership in today’s 
increasingly complex world are clear. Leaders need to continually question the 
assumptions on which plans are based and introduce wild card scenarios into 
drills and exercises that increase complexity. More importantly, leaders must 
get involved in asking the hard questions about assumed risk and the ability 
of their organizations to adapt when needed.

Commenting on John F. Kennedy’s 1961 Inaugural Address, Edward 
R. Murrow remarked, “Di$culty is the excuse history never accepts.”  
Complexity is the new di$culty.   

Booz Allen Hamilton Executive Vice President Thad Allen is a leader in 

the firm’s Departments of Justice and Homeland Security business in 

the civil market. He leads the development of thought leadership and 

client engagement regarding the future direction of law enforcement 

and homeland security. He is known for his expertise in bringing 

together government and non-government entities to address major 

challenges in a “whole of government” approach designed to achieve a unity of effort. 

Allen completed his distinguished career in the U.S. Coast Guard as its 23rd Commandant. 

He is a Fellow in the National Academy of Public Administration and a Member of the 

Council on Foreign Relations. Allen also currently serves as a director on the Coast 

Guard Foundation and Partnership for Public Service. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo 

appointed Allen to the New York State Respond Commission, tasked with finding ways to 

ensure that New York State is ready to respond to future weather-related disasters.

interest were dimensions of complexity that we 
can expect to be present in any similar response. 
We need to understand that we will never have 
a major crisis or public program again that will 
not involve public participation. !ere is no 
barrier to entry.  

We know moving forward that we can 
anticipate greater and more consequential 
interaction between the natural environment and 
the constructed environment. As population and 
infrastructure density increases, it is inevitable 
that we will see more frequent and complex events 
with greater and more complex consequences.  

What we need to understand better is the 
increasing complexity of these events that 
challenge our existing assumptions of how we 
assess problems and respond to them. Assessing 
complexity will evolve as a practice, but for now, 
it is more art than science. It involves suspending 
assumptions about our existing models and 
challenging what we believe we know in light 
of what the situation presents to us (a concept 
developed by Peter Senge at MIT). 

In the context of risk management, complexity 
is the "nal dimension of a problem that leaders 
need to consider as a potential variable or 
aggravator to be dealt with. Complexity is 
met and dealt within the C-Suite where risk 
is managed. Mere compliance with laws and 
regulations as a condition of operations are only 
table stakes. No crisis or problem matches existing 
plans, and the development of strategic intent that 
creates unity of e%ort is the ultimate responsibility 
of leaders inside and outside of government. !e 
ability to confront situations that are unanticipated 
and galvanize action is critical.  

In 1988, I was a Sloan Fellow at MIT. As 
part of our program, we visited CEOs of large 
corporations in the New York area. Our group 
listened to the leaders and then engaged in 
discussions about their roles and responsibilities. 
One of those leaders was the CEO of a major 
energy company headquartered in the greater 
New York area. During our group visit, I asked 
the CEO at the end of his presentation whether 
he was con"dent that his business was prepared to 
deal with a major industrial accident.  

At the time, the major industrial accident of 
record was the Union Carbide chemical leak in 
Bohpal, India in 1984. !e exact death toll has 
never been veri"ed but estimates have ranged 
between 2,000 and 3,000 people with thousands 
more injured.  

!e CEO was unequivocal in his response. 
Between the existing and tested continuity of 
business plans, crisis communications plans, and 
response plans, he felt the company was more 
than prepared for a similar event.  
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No crisis or problem matches 
existing plans, and the  
development of strategic intent 
that creates unity of effort is 
the ultimate responsibility of 
leaders inside and outside of 
government. 
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R ecently, some colleagues and I worked on a board risk oversight project that resulted in 
interviews with numerous corporate board members about their perspective on the board’s 
role in enterprise risk management (ERM). During that project, one board member 

suggested that my next risk research project should be called “good, great, going, gone!” —a risk 
project about companies that thought they were doing well but somehow ended up failing. He was 
motivated because he served on a board of a company that went bankrupt and wondered, after the 
idea of ERM came along, could the company have been saved? Could management and the board 
have seen the risks coming? Could they have seen them sooner or understood them better? 

Data by several consulting "rms give us some insights into the common risks that are missed. 
Deloitte showed that hundreds of companies have lost from 10% to 90% of their market value 
in less than 30 days. Many times, unmanaged risks are related to strategic issues. Operational risk 
mistakes usually take second place in these types of studies. Others have noted that such losses are 
frequently caused by not seeing how two or three risky events can work together to create an even 
larger accelerated storm of risks.

A few years ago, an APQC survey showed that most companies admitted not identifying all 
risks. Unfortunately, many of those same companies confessed they also did not correctly assess the 
risks that they did see. Not seeing your risks and not understanding how big they are when you do 
see them is a recipe for big losses and constant surprises. Unfortunately, recent surveys show that, 
although a lot of companies have separate processes for strategic and operational risks, most admit 
they do not connect the risks to strategy.

For those market e$ciency people, just a heads up—the market is already judging whether you 
are good at this. Ever notice a company with a billion-dollar mistake get a billion-dollar loss in 
market cap? !at’s e$ciency and, anecdotally, most likely caused by a surprise (or black-swan type) 
risk event. !e market "gures you probably could not have seen it coming and does not punish 
more than the loss. Sometimes, however, the market will punish a company with a multiple of the 
loss—sometimes two, three, or 10 times the loss. Why? It seems the market is saying you should 
have seen this risk coming (I call these white swans). !e market punishes you because they are 
judging your risk competence (my words—not theirs). !ey wonder, if you missed this event, 
what else might you miss in the future? It’s important to note that these white swan cases usually 
result in executives getting "red (a little personal risk management can be valuable).
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After studying ERM at several major companies a few 
years ago, my colleagues (at the University of Virginia and 
the University of North Florida) and I wrote that ERM 
was designed to create, protect, and enhance shareholder 
value. !at is still a good way to think of ERM. !e 
International Standard for Organization (ISO) says risk 
management is a set of coordinated activities to direct and 
control risk. !e Committee of Sponsoring Organizations 
(COSO) say ERM is a process designed (among other 
things) to help an organization meet their objectives. 
Who doesn’t want to meet their objectives? 

Executives have noted that ERM leads to less volatility, 
greater chance of meeting goals, increased pro"tability, 
and potentially improved reputation. Some surveys 
"nd investors admitting they would pay a premium 
for a company with better risk management. Academic 
research shows results such as more value added, better 
credit ratings, and improved decision making. ERM 
appropriately has its skeptics, and it certainly is not a 
substitute for bad strategy, people, processes, or stupidity, 
but it is the right way to run a business and think about 
what the company is trying to achieve. 

Successful ERM means companies must develop their 
business and risk acumen. !at starts with understanding 
risk. But what is risk? A common phrase suggests 
there are knowns, known-unknowns, and unknown-
unknowns. A cagy risk executive considers that things 
could veer left or things could veer right (imagine a 
normal distribution). !ey examine the known risks 
with business acumen, learning the real drivers of the 
business, and thus, the real known risks. I worked with 
one board whose chairman said to me, as we looked out 
of their boardroom onto the city, “You see that building 
over there? !at company is trying to kill us.” !is guy 
understood the importance of thinking seriously about 
the known risks.

French mathematician and inventor Blaise Pascal was 
one of the "rst to take known risks and add dimensions. 
In trying to decide the likelihood that God exists, he later 
decided that adding impact was signi"cant. Apparently, 
he was contemplating what would happen to him if he 
were wrong about God not existing. Even today, ERM 
professionals take these dimensions of probability and 
impact and apply them to their known risks. !e result is 
often called a risk map (of known risks). 

Since ERM is designed to help a company manage the 
risks that keep it from achieving their objectives, the risk 
map can be a valuable starting point for seeing the big 
risks to the objectives. For some companies, the map can 
be incredibly illuminating because, for the "rst time, the 
company has captured the biggest risks all on one page. 
It can result in deep conversation and alter the path of 
a company. For others, however, the map can be a false 
sense of security. 

To assuage this concern, risk-savvy executives also 
think about the known-unknown risks, even though 
that concept is hard to grasp. To an econometrician, it 
might mean what you know and do not know about the 
error term in your regression model. To a risk-thinker, it 
captures more. It means that executives need to factor in 
other aspects and dimensions of risk to be able to make 

the best decisions. One dimension is utility, or what the 
company or stakeholders care about. Another dimension 
is the interconnectedness of risk. Using a portfolio view, 
companies quickly realize how risks can be correlated and 
must be managed together. Successful retailers such as 
Target, Neiman-Marcus, and others are being reminded 
what stakeholders care about as they contemplate how IT 
risks relate to customer trust and reputation risk.

Risk-thinkers also factor in velocity. !ey understand 
how quickly things can unravel in a digital and social 
media world. !ey also grasp that decision makers 
may not be rational at all and could fall into many 
di%erent types of decision traps (bias, groupthink, etc.). 
Risk-thinkers further realize that decisions and risk 
management are never made in a vacuum. !e minute 
your organization decides on a path, your competitors 
are responding. Only the foolish ignore this. Risk-savvy 
executives view their risks and attempt to understand the 
known-unknowns using these dimensions of risk.

Unknown-unknowns are the scary part. While the 
black swan approach is one idea, others approach this 
via value killer workshops or Friday the 13th workshops. 
!ese workshops focus on digging into the business 
model and the related assumptions and uncertainties. Still 
others bring in outsiders to challenge their thinking about 

AFTER CHALLENGING  
THEIR BUSINESS 

ASSUMPTIONS AND 
STRATEGY, SOMETIMES 

COMPANIES REALIZE 
THEY HAD THE WRONG 
OBJECTIVES AND NEED 

TO CHANGE.
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their strategy and potential risks. Emerging risks is a more 
common and recent development for some companies. 
!e key in these approaches is for boards and executives 
to really dig into their business model, assumptions, 
value chain, etc. Another key is to examine macro risks to 
determine their impact on the business and business model.

Digging in requires a serious look at things like 
disruptive technologies, but even better, it requires 
disruptive risk thinking. It becomes not just avoiding 
becoming Borders, Lehman, or Circuit City but seeing 
the upside too. !e value of these unknown approaches 
is that risk-savvy executives start to ask questions about 
how con"dent they are in achieving their strategic 
objectives. After challenging their business assumptions 

and strategy, sometimes companies realize they had 
the wrong objectives and need to change. One board 
member recently noted that he knows what the nearest 
competitors are doing (knowns and known-unknowns) 
but was worried about who his Amazon was 
(unknown-unknowns) or which company would come 
in and disrupt the business they had not considered as 
a competitor.

Some companies can be successful by being better at 
being normal. My view is that great companies view their 
business model with a keen eye and look at both sides 
of an equation. !ey also try to "gure out new business 
models altogether. I call it business risk acumen. It’s really 
a combination of understanding the business model, 
value chain, and the related risks. 

Great companies "gure out which options have the 
most value and where they can compete. For example, 
the Internet and digital music arrived, and while music 
companies complained about lost revenue, Napster 
saw a way to share music that never before existed (and 
reached millions of people). New artists saw a way to 
break the old business model (of getting into the business 
completely based on who you know); they saw a way to 
get exposure for their music. Of course, downside risks 

still exist, since this is sort of how we got Justin Bieber. 
Apple saw a new opportunity and not only created new 
products but remade the entire cell phone industry. RIM 
(Blackberry) gets behind, Samsung responds, Pandora 
enters the game, Apple responds, the risk and response 
goes on; we must not make decisions in a vacuum.

If you are a board member, you have heard about the 
courts potentially raising the risk bar: the NYSE risk 
management requirements, the credit rating agencies’ 
review of ERM, or the SEC rules on board risk 
oversight, etc. If you feel like your company’s executives 
are not risk savvy, be patient. ERM works when you 
give it time, get buy-in, develop your business risk 
acumen, develop the appropriate infrastructure (vision, 
charter, reporting, linkage to strategy, etc.), and when 
the culture embraces it.

A board member I interviewed last year stated that his 
job was to determine if the CEO was lucky or not. !at 
is, does the CEO really understand the business and 
risks? Another astute board member pointed out that 
companies do not last forever. Just look at the data. Big 
and small companies fail to stay around. Why? According 
to this board member, the answer is easy. !ey fall asleep 
at the wheel, and they miss the big risks and how the 
market changes and moves. Another board member 

stated that perhaps the biggest risk facing most companies 
is whether the board does their job with respect to board 
risk oversight, especially for risks in areas such as strategy 
and reputation.

!ere are still many unsolved questions for boards, 
executives, and academics. One key question is where 
and why is the value added? Do we save companies 
from the downside and accelerate them to greatness and 
more value because they are better at seeing the risks or 
because they are better at assessing risks? Do they succeed 
because they are more robust with respect to the risk or is 
resiliency the key? Knowing the answer to these questions 
can potentially lead to greater value from ERM e%orts in 
the future. 

Dr. Paul L. Walker is the Schiro/Zurich Chair in 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) at St. John’s 

University. He is also the Executive Director for 

the St. John’s University Center for Excellence in 

ERM. A CPA, Dr. Walker has worked extensively in 

the banking and public accounting industries. He 

has provided ERM training for executives and researched ERM at 

numerous Fortune 500 companies. Dr. Walker previously served as 

a visiting fellow at the London School of Economics Centre for the 

Analysis of Risk and has authored several books on risk and ERM. 
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GREAT COMPANIES 
FIGURE OUT WHICH 

OPTIONS HAVE THE MOST 
VALUE AND WHERE THEY 

CAN COMPETE. 
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H ardly a day passes by without a headline related to infrastructure—from the interest 
in “smart cities,” to calls for increased investment, to a focus on economic prosperity 
and competitiveness, to ongoing recovery e%orts following major disasters. Yet, as the 

backbone of society, infrastructure typically goes unnoticed throughout the course of people’s 
daily lives. Infrastructure is the engine of commerce, the basis of trade, the key to functioning 
communities, and the foundation of essential services, but it is easily taken for granted. Often, it 
is only when an incident occurs—leading to a disruption in services we have come to expect—
that most peoples’ attention is drawn to the importance of infrastructure itself. 

Despite this tendency to ignore infrastructure’s importance, today, there is a heightened public 
focus on infrastructure arising out of the 21st-century’s unstable security environment. !is has 
encouraged nations and companies to think broadly about the array of risks facing their relevant 
infrastructure, including climate change and extreme weather, cyber threats, acts of terrorism, 
and aging and failing components. !e consequences of these risks—to both the public and 
private sectors—can be seen in events throughout the last decade. Hurricanes Katrina and 
Sandy, wild"res, and #ooding across the western states demonstrate how weather can disrupt the 
availability of lifeline functions and other critical services to individuals and businesses. Overseas, 
Typhoon Haiyan and the 2011 Japan Tsunami illustrate the scale and complexities that disasters 
may present on a society, including cascading e%ects across industries and global supply chains. 
!e 2013 bombing at the Boston Marathon and recent economic losses as a result of cyber 
attacks on America’s retailers highlight the damage that can be wrought by manmade incidents.

Industry and governments around the world recognize the importance of minimizing 
threats, mitigating potential consequences, and rapidly responding to and learning from 
incidents that do occur. For example, following the September 2013 attack at the Westgate 
Mall in Nairobi, Kenya, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the U.S. State Department, 
and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) joined e%orts to analyze the tactics, 
techniques, and procedures utilized in the attack. Insights from this analysis were used to share 
lessons learned and develop preparedness material in coordination with the nation’s shopping 
mall owners. While government agencies analyzed the attack, the private sector played an 
equally integral role by providing expertise on the types of information that would most 
readily allow them to undertake augmented security measures, secure facilities against similar 
attacks in the future, and keep their customers and the public safe.

BY CAITLIN A. DURKOVICH, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE 
PROTECTION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
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!is and other events highlight how incidents 
in one country can inform security and resilience 
e%orts in another. Furthermore, transnational 
supply chains create incentives for a global focus 
on infrastructure challenges and opportunities. As 
companies optimize operations and adopt more 
e$cient supply chains, they become increasingly 
dependent on uninterrupted operations in 
other sectors, which may be nationally or 
internationally based. Individual components 
of this expansive network can unintentionally 
introduce vulnerabilities and dependencies that 
result in cascading e%ects across the network if an 
incident occurs.

In our interconnected world, a number 
of countries have come together to begin 
addressing the growing risks, dependencies, 
and interdependencies across systems. Notably, 
government agencies from Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the 
United States have formed a collaborative e%ort—
known as the Critical Five—to coordinate on 
infrastructure security and resilience. !ese 
nations embrace certain common approaches 
to enhancing security and resilience, including 
partnership building, information sharing, and 
risk management. 

Whether through dedicated business-
government forums (like Australia’s Trusted 
Information Sharing Network) or information 
sharing mechanisms (like the United Kingdom’s 
work setting up safe information exchanges), each 
country is actively engaged in building trusted 
information sharing channels using public-facing 
websites, information portals and gateways, 
partnerships, and other approaches. Additionally, 

each nation relies on strong, multidirectional 
partnerships with public and private infrastructure 
owners, operators, and stakeholders to share 
information, best practices, and lessons learned, 
as well as inform approaches to securing both 
individual assets and the infrastructure network 
as a whole. !is engagement can be brought to 
bear across international boundaries through 
the mechanism of the Critical Five, which has 
already collaborated on the development of a 
“Shared Narrative on the Evolution of Critical 
Infrastructure.” !e Narrative provides a high-level 
overview of the meaning and importance of critical 
infrastructure to the respective governments.  

Beyond the work of the Critical Five, members 
are working to bring together unique capabilities 
of government and the private sector to identify 
solutions to emerging risks and manage the 
consequences of incidents that occur in their own 
nations. For example, Canada and the United 
States are already collaborating beyond speci"c 
aims of the Critical Five. In 2011, DHS, the 
State of Maine, Public Safety Canada (PSC), 
and the Province of New Brunswick worked 
with private owners and operators to conduct 
a cross-border assessment of the energy and 
transportation systems that move commodities 
between the United States and Canada. !e 
assessment resulted in recommendations for 
resilience planning and resource allocation that 
were shared with all parties involved, including 
more than 25 federal, state, provincial, local, and 
private sector partners. Building on this success, 
DHS and PSC are collaborating with the private 
sector to conduct a second assessment in the 
Alaska-Yukon region to examine transportation 
supply chains of essential goods from the lower 
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48 states to Alaska, including key transportation routes through 
Canada. !e assessment is a 2-year project involving numerous 
U.S. and Canadian public and private sector partners throughout 
the region.

To coordinate these types of e%orts, DHS recently released 
the latest update of the National Infrastructure Protection 
Plan (NIPP), which articulates a collaborative approach to 
infrastructure security and resilience e%orts across the country. 
!e NIPP calls for a proactive and inclusive partnership 
among all levels of government and the private sector to take 
advantage of existing capabilities and develop new ones. 
Ultimately, it is the responsibility of businesses to secure 
and ensure the physical and economic resilience of their 
assets and facilities, but the NIPP partnership structure 
provides a framework through which the government and 
private sector can collaborate to increase the e$ciency and 
e%ectiveness of such e%orts. 

Such a partnership relies on the comparative 
advantage of di%erent parts of the critical infrastructure 
community—where individual members of this 
community leverage their speci"c expertise and resources 
to target the particular infrastructure challenges to which 
they are best suited, enhancing the overall e%ectiveness 
of each partner’s contribution. E%orts informed by these 
principles can demonstrate a return on investment 
for the government and industry, enabling the public 
sector to strengthen security and rapidly respond to 
and recover from all-hazards events while allowing 
the private sector to minimize service disruption and 
pro"t loss. 

When I have the opportunity to meet with 
C-Suite executives, they remind me that one 
comparative advantage the government brings to 
the table is a comprehensive understanding of 
the range of threats and hazards to our nation’s 
infrastructure operations.  

In our  
interconnected 
world, a number 
of countries have 
come together to 
begin addressing 
the growing risks, 
dependencies, and 
interdependencies 
across systems.
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of power sector companies, in conjunction with 
the Electricity Sector Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center, the Department of Energy, 
Paci"c Northwest National Laboratory, and 
Argonne National Laboratory, are participating 
in the Cybersecurity Risk Information Sharing 
Program (CRISP). CRISP is a pilot program 
that facilitates the near-real-time sharing of 
unclassi"ed and classi"ed threat information to 
infrastructure owners and operators to enhance 
the sector’s ability to identify, prioritize, and 
coordinate protection of their systems and assets.   

As these e%orts demonstrate, governments 
cannot accomplish the mission of ensuring 
critical infrastructure security and resilience 
alone. Private sector partnerships and expertise 
are vital to this e%ort. It is only through strong 
public-private collaborative e%orts that we can be 
assured that our nation and global community is 
prepared and resilient in the face of an all-hazards 
event. !e critical infrastructure community 
includes a broad range of stakeholders that 
are motivated by diverse business drivers—
governments by public health and safety, industry 

by economic success, and citizens by access to 
critical services—but all have a role to play in 
protecting and strengthening the very foundation 
of our societies. 

Caitlin A. Durkovich is the assistant 

secretary for infrastructure protection 

at the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security, where she leads efforts to 

advance the security and resilience of 

critical infrastructure across the  
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President Obama, Durkovich brings more than  

17 years of homeland security-related expertise  

covering a wide range of activities including continuity 

of operations and business continuity, cybersecurity, 

pandemic planning, security and policy standards 

development, strategic management, leadership,  

institutional transformation, and communications.

 
 
 
!e feedback I receive from owners and operators 
indicates that they largely do not have access to 
the constantly shifting threat information, but 
they want and need it to inform investments 
in asset and system security and resilience. 
Additionally, the government relies on the private 
sector’s expertise in day-to-day infrastructure 
operation to ensure they have captured a 
holistic perspective of the threats at large and 
their potential impacts on operations. Based 
on discussions with the private sector, we have 
worked to revamp and streamline the Private 
Sector Clearance Program to ensure those driving 
infrastructure security enhancements have access 
to the information they need and can shape the 
understanding of the threats we face.    

Another example of how the private sector 
engages with the government is through the 
partnership structure articulated in the NIPP,  
 

 
particularly through Sector Coordinating 
Councils (SCCs). SCCs are self-organized, self-
run, and self-governed groups of private  
stakeholders within a sector. Speci"c membership 
varies from sector to sector, re#ecting the 
unique composition of each sector; however, 
membership is typically representative of a broad 
base of owners, operators, associations, and other 
entities—both large and small—within a sector. 

Take the Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating 
Council (ESSCC), whose membership includes 
companies represented by national associations, 
including the American Public Power Association, 
Edison Electric Institute, and the National Rural 
Electric Cooperative Association. !e ESSCC 
provides a mechanism by which CEO-level utility 
personnel can engage with each other and with 
relevant government agencies in an e%ort to foster 
and facilitate the coordination of sector-wide 
policy-related activities and initiatives to improve 
the reliability and resilience of the Electricity Sub-
sector. With the support of the ESSCC, a number 

It is only through strong public-private  
collaborative efforts that we can be assured 
that our nation and global community is  
prepared and resilient in the face of an  
all-hazards event. 



BY U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION

N
ovember 17 was an unseasonably warm and 
humid day in Washington, Illinois, a small city 
just outside Peoria with a population of about 

16,000. It was a Sunday, and that morning many of 
the city’s residents were attending church. !e sun was 
shining, and !anksgiving was around the corner. All 
was right in the world. In the skies above, however, 
a warm front swept up from the Gulf of Mexico and 
collided with a cold front 
descending from the Great 
Lakes. !e conditions were 
perfect for disaster.

At 10:59 a.m., a half-mile 
wide EF4 tornado (the second-
strongest possible) touched 
down in Washington. With 
winds peaking at 190 miles per 
hour, the tornado zig-zagged 
through the city at more than 
60 miles per hour. Within a 
half hour, the storm had passed. 
!ree people died, dozens were 
injured, nearly 600 homes 
were destroyed, and more than 
1,100 other homes were badly 
damaged. !e city sign reading 
“Washington” was found 90 
miles away in Streator, Illinois, 
and residents’ personal possessions were  
found as far north as Chicago. With 564,000 cubic 
yards of storm debris, Washington residents faced an 
apocalyptic landscape. 

While the devastation was severe, in some ways, 
Washington was lucky. Had the tornado struck at night, 
the number of people wounded and killed could have 
dramatically increased. !ere was also rapid response 

from public and nonpro"t groups. One of city’s biggest 
advantages, however, came from the multinational 
corporation that calls the Washington area home.

A CULTURE OF SUPPORT 
Caterpillar Inc. is the world’s leading manufacturer 

of construction and mining equipment, diesel, and 
natural gas engines, industrial 
gas turbines, and diesel-electric 
locomotives. !e company’s 
global dealer network makes 
them ideally suited to 
respond rapidly to large-scale 
destruction. Around the world, 
it is common to see Caterpillar’s 
yellow machines moving debris 
after a disaster. In Washington, 
the proximity to this equipment 
was a boon for the community. 

After a devastating storm, 
there is a need for large machines 
that can clear roads blocked by 
trees, vehicles, parts of homes, 
and other large debris, allowing 
"rst responders into the a%ected 
area to search for victims trapped 
beneath rubble. 

“We were blessed to be in Caterpillar’s backyard,” 
said Washington Mayor Gary Manier, who is also 
a Caterpillar employee. “!e equipment was close 
by. Without it, I don’t think we could have gotten 
emergency vehicles in and out as quickly as we did.”

Debris-moving machines also helped residents search 
for salvageable keepsakes, which is a critical "rst step in 
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the recovery process. In Washington, the availability of 
these machines expedited search and rescue and clean-
up operations, but the greatest support came from the 
Caterpillar employees themselves. 

Near Washington is Caterpillar’s Edwards 
Demonstration and Learning Center, where certi"ed 
equipment operators demonstrate and teach proper use of 
Caterpillar products to dealers and customers. !e home 
of an Edwards employee was destroyed in the tornado, and 
the morning after, Edwards Field Operations Supervisor 
Chad Cremeens and his team swung into action.

“We had the means, the equipment and the people,” 
he said. “Everyone at Edwards was begging to help. We 
grabbed enough diesel for our machines, a bunch of 
water, as much gas as we could get, and generators. We 
grabbed everything we could think of. When we arrived, 
we had brand new shiny machines without a scratch on 
them. When we left Washington, these machines were 
destroyed, and we didn’t care.”

More than 320 Caterpillar employees either lost 
their homes entirely or faced severe property damage. 

Caterpillar employees were motivated to help their 
colleagues, but they o%ered that same assistance to any 
Washington resident who needed it. By the Wednesday 
after the tornado, the clean-up was in full swing. !e 
Central Illinois Red Cross and Heartland Division of 
the Salvation Army provided essential support, and "rst 
responders and other organizations from around the 
country helped secure the area and haul truckloads of 
debris out of the city. A big part of the activity was tireless 
e%ort from Caterpillar’s machine operators.

“Once we had machines on the ground, we had at 
a minimum two guys there around the clock for the 
"rst week,” said Carter Gibbons, Section Manager 4 at 
Caterpillar’s Peoria Proving Grounds. “At "rst, we didn’t 
really know which direction to go, other than to go 
house-to-house to see how we could help. Without that 
support in those critical "rst few days, we would have 
added weeks to the [clean-up] timeline.”

!is “community "rst, company second” attitude 
permeated all of Caterpillar’s work in Washington, with 
employees given equipment and funds donated to disaster 
recovery and ongoing support for Washington residents. 

HOPE FOR THE BEST,
PLAN FOR THE WORST 

“!is was not a normal disaster,” said Michele 
Sullivan, U.S. Social Responsibility Manager of 
Caterpillar. Unlike disasters in other areas, the Caterpillar 
employees coordinating the response knew where they 
had assets, like light towers, generators, and other 
machines. !is knowledge expedited how the company  
helped respond; however, the company’s role in the 
clean-up and recovery e%orts ran deeper than the yellow 
machines crawling across debris-strewn lots. 

!e readiness to help was not simply because a disaster 
struck so close to home and in proximity to Caterpillar’s 
resources. It owed more to a company-wide culture of 
camaraderie and support. 

“Caterpillar is focused on making sustainable progress 
possible and that includes community response and 
recovery after a disaster,” said Ryan Beasley, a manager 
in Caterpillar’s Earthmoving Division. “!e integrity, 
teamwork and commitment Caterpillar employees share 
visibly shined through during and after the tornado.”

Beasley’s family home was completely destroyed. As 
he and his neighbors sorted through the rubble, he said 
he saw a “#ood” of Caterpillar employees who were 
“arm in arm,” not acting as agents of the company’s 
recovery e%orts but instead as neighbors with Caterpillar 
equipment who came to help in a time of need.

Here then is a lesson for all businesses facing a disaster 
that a%ects the communities where they operate. It was 
advantageous for Washington that a large local company 
is in the business of producing large, powerful machines. 
Yet, it was the employees operating those machines, and 
o%ering help in other ways, who made the di%erence. 
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THE READINESS TO 
HELP WAS NOT SIMPLY 
BECAUSE A DISASTER 
STRUCK SO CLOSE 
TO HOME AND IN 
PROXIMITY TO 
CATERPILLAR’S 
RESOURCES. 



“Caterpillar also provided machines from our proving 
grounds and demonstration center, operators, fuel, and 
food for victims and volunteers,” said Stu Levenick, 
Caterpillar Group President with responsibility for 
Customer and Dealer Support. “Our local dealers pitched 
in with more generator sets, equipment, manpower 
and expertise. And none of this takes into account the 
thousands of dollars and hundreds of man hours our 
employees have personally donated to help their friends 
and neighbors.”

Beyond these robust e%orts, the speed with which 
Washington responded to the disaster stemmed in part 
from what Caterpillar did years before the tornado 
touched down. In 2010, the Caterpillar Foundation, a 
501(c)(3) not-for-pro"t that is supported through the  
company’s giving, approached the American Red Cross 
and o%ered grants so they could build better volunteer 
and resource capacity around Caterpillar facilities. 
Preparedness is a critical factor in successfully responding 
to a disaster. 

Also on site was First Response Team of America, a 
nonpro"t that brings in equipment and operators after a 
disaster. As it happens, First Response Team of America, 
founded by Tad Agoglia, is partnered with Caterpillar, 
which provides funding and equipment for the group’s 
work around the country. 

“When I "rst met with Tad Agoglia of the First 
Response Team of America, he was seeking Caterpillar 
support for his #edgling organization and we agreed 
to help him,” said Levenick. “Little did we know that 
when we decided to support the great work of Tad’s 
organization, they would be one of the "rst ones on 
 site to help us through a disaster in our  
own backyard.” 

Agoglia and his team were just returning to their home 
base in Lancaster, Pennsylvania after helping communities 
in #ood-ravaged Colorado, which had been inundated by 
days of record rainfall. It was no longer tornado season, 
and Agoglia was not expecting the devastating storm that 
hit Washington. Within an hour of the tornado touching 
down, however, he was on the road to Illinois with $2 
million-worth of recovery equipment in tow, much of it 
made by Caterpillar. 

“For the last "ve years, so many people in that 
community who are part of the Caterpillar family had 
helped my charity be there for other communities,” said 
Agoglia. “It was a little surreal that the equipment that 
was donated to my charity was in a way returning home 
to help the people who built it.”

Caterpillar could not have anticipated that its  
support for First Response Team of America would 
someday play a critical role in helping its employees and 
community recover from disaster. Nor could Caterpillar 
have known which Red Cross chapter would come 
to help in a time of need. To di%erent degrees and 
in di%erent ways, all businesses have the capacity to 
contribute to disaster recovery. 

When the worst happens, sometimes the way 
companies prepare for disaster can make the biggest 
di%erence, not just for their employees but for the 
community overall.

THE ROAD AHEAD 

Now months after the devastating storms, Washington 
continues its recovery e%orts. !e brutal 2014 winter 
froze the ground solid and slowed construction. Yet more 
than 65% of the debris has been hauled away. Nearly 50 
building permits are in place for total rebuilds, and there 
are 260 permits for repairs. Ryan Beasley and his family, 

who lost everything, have already begun rebuilding and 
expect to move back into their home by Labor Day. 
Caterpillar continues to take part in the recovery.

“!e city of Washington has set up a foundation 
because of all the donations coming in, and I’m on the 
board of the foundation to help distribute that money,” 
said Sullivan. “Locally, we have a recovery committee 
working on how to help with the long-term recovery, 
which is the longest and most expensive phase of  
a disaster.”

As Caterpillar employees work on rebuilding their 
homes and helping the community, many have a new 
perspective on what it means to help communities 
facing disaster. Caterpillar’s global response “is always in 
company news and press releases, but it always seems so 
far from you,” said Beasley. “Never would one imagine 
that a routine Sunday morning that started with church 

would end a few hours later in total destruction. It brings 
home how fast things can happen. And whatever can 
happen out ‘there’ can just as easily happen ‘here.’”

!at is a sentiment all businesses should take to heart. 
Risk and loss are inevitable. Many of the ways Caterpillar 
helped Washington and other communities around 
the world are speci"c to the company. All businesses, 
however, can take part in preparing for and recovering 
from disaster, each bringing to bear their unique assets 
and perspectives to persevere when disaster hits in their 
own backyard. 
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A ccess to capital and liquidity are the 
lifelines of any American business—
whether it’s an entrepreneur using his 

personal credit card to fund his startup business, 
a mid-size company launching an initial public 
o%ering, or a large global company drawing on its 
line of credit from its bank. Financial institutions 
play an important role in ensuring these businesses 
have access to funding, acting as lenders and 
investors, or facilitating transactions between two 
parties. As the U.S. economy has expanded over the 
past several decades, the importance and complexity 
of "nancial institutions has increased signi"cantly—
to the point where the failure of some combination 
of large, highly leveraged, highly interconnected 
"nancial institutions could pose a threat to the 
"nancial stability of the United States.        

To mitigate such an economically disastrous 
event, Title I of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (DFA) was 
enacted into law to provide a structural framework 
for the regulation of "nancial systemic stability 
in the United States. DFA created the Financial 
Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) to identify 
and designate non-bank "nancial companies as 
systemically important "nancial institutions (SIFIs), 
earning them enhanced prudential regulation by the 
Federal Reserve Board. In 2013, the "rst three U.S. 
non-bank "nancial companies1 were designated, and 
more companies are in the FSOC designation queue. 
Combined with the companies that have and will 
be identi"ed for enhanced systemic regulation by 
the G-20’s Financial Stability Board (FSB), "nancial 
policy makers are striving to achieve new and more 
e%ective forms of global regulation of the risk to 
“"nancial systems.” 

Systemic regulation is a respectable target but 
is one that has so far been vague and di$cult to 
implement. Substantial new costs will accompany it, 
whether as a result of the elimination of pro"table 
activities deemed too risky (such as the indirect 
application of the Volcker Rule, which prohibits 
proprietary trading and investments in covered 
funds), or increased capital and compliance 
responsibilities. !ose increased expense ratios on 
Wall Street will inevitably impact the cost of "nancial 
services and products for consumers on Main Street.  
!erefore, there should be signi"cant bene"ts that 
#ow from a clear and transparent brand of systemic 
regulation in order to substantiate its case. 
 
HOW  DOES  SYSTEMIC  REGULATION  
DIFFER  FROM  THE  REGULATION  OF  
COMPANIES?

Since enactment of the DFA, systemic regulation  
has focused on increased regulation of companies,  
with the apparent assumption that if they are more 
regulated, the system will be safer and more stable. 
But does that follow?

Systemic regulation may take several forms. It 
may seek to prevent the failure of large companies, 
which may create the risk of systemic duress; it may 
attempt to ensure that when failures or economic 
duress do occur, there is an e%ective system of safety 
nets in place; or it may combine elements of both of 
these approaches.

So far, the principal focus of FSOC, the 
Federal Reserve Board, and the FDIC has been on 
reengineering vertical regulation of individual, large 
"nancial companies through, among other things, 
capital, risk management, liquidity and activities 
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!e story behind Fannie and Freddie is similar—
government policies and political expediency inadvertently 
helped facilitate a devastating "nancial collapse, again 
when unanticipated events in the marketplace occurred. 
In the name of housing America, Fannie and Freddie were 
put in a position that left them susceptible to enormous 
risk as the ultimate guarantors of all of the subprime and 
other defective loans that were made in America and 
eventually went into foreclosure. 
 
HOW  CAN  THE  FOCUS  OF  SYSTEMIC  
REGULATION  BE  SHARPENED?    

!ere are some fundamental concerns with how 
FSOC has proceeded so far. First, the regulatory apparatus 
that will be applied to SIFIs, as proposed by the Federal 
Reserve Board, is either bank-centric or non-existent. 
Applying bank capital, liquidity, and operational concepts 
to insurance companies and investment managers (among 
others) will be problematic given the di%erence in their 
business models and risk pro"les. Asking those companies 
to shadow-box with unidenti"ed regulatory requirements 
in the designation process is unfair. Standards and metrics 
for the data and factors that can drive designation should 
be developed "rst, as contemplated by Title I.3 

Second, FSOC analyses have not clearly distinguished 
between large companies that are the creators of market 
risk and those that either absorb or manage that risk. If 
FSOC is successful in lessening the creation of risk in the 
U.S economy, the need to impose additional systemic 
regulation on other large companies in the market should 
be commensurately lessened. !us, the number of 
companies needing to be designated should be limited to 
those, among other things, that create the most risk.

!ird, there is disagreement among FSOC members.4 
Historically, FSOC is not unique in that regard. In such 
cases, however, it is usually the regulated entity that su%ers 
the most. Similarly, it is not clear how FSOC’s voting 
members (who are only the heads of the constituent 
agencies, not the agencies themselves) should or 
are interacting with their fellow commissioners and 
board members.5  

Fourth, FSOC should not designate companies 
without identifying the exit path. !ere is, at the moment, 
no clear path for SIFIs to seek “un-designation,” even 
though the DFA requires an annual review of each 
company’s designation status. !us, as a practical matter, 
designation as an SIFI may be forever.

limitations, and single point of entry resolution plans. 
But isn’t it better horizontal regulation that systemic 
stability requires? 
 
WHERE  DOES  FSOC  FIT  IN  THE  
CONSTELLATION  OF  REGULATORS?

How Congress intended systemic regulation to 
mesh with the current regulatory landscape is also 
not clear. !ere were already at least a dozen di%erent 
federal agencies, 50 state banking, securities, insurance, 
investment, and consumer protection agencies, and 50 
state attorneys general directly regulating the activities 
of "nancial companies in this country. !at is a crowded 
and sometimes competitive regulatory "eld, which is 
complicated by the addition of FSOC’s mandate to 
ensure systemic stability.  

Title I requires the members of FSOC, who are the 
very regulators manufacturing the underlying regulations, 
to sit in review of their own actions but think about 
them from the perspective of systemic stability. !e 
overarching question is whether that regulatory structure 
adds a risk-reducing oversight mechanism that can see 
around "nancial corners and add a level of protection 
against systemic shocks to the U.S. economy that 
did not previously exist. In other words, can FSOC 
do what Congress apparently concluded that all the 
aforementioned federal and state agencies could not or 
were not doing? 
 
HOW  CAN  MISBALANCING  
REGULATION  AND  ECONOMIC  LIBERTY  
NEGATIVELY  IMPACT  THE  ECONOMY?

Solid "nancial regulation is essential to the safe and 
sound operation of the U.S "nancial markets. Indeed, it 
is the con"dence that such regulation provides that adds 
immeasurable bene"ts to the companies that operate in 
the market and the trustworthiness of a "nancial system 

in the eyes of the world. But regulation must be carefully 
balanced to avoid over-engineering market factors and 
performance or unnecessarily tinkering with market 
forces for political or other socially-oriented reasons, 
which may be as much a part of the problem as a part of 
the solution.

No one knows today how misbalanced systemic 
regulation may impact the economy in the future. !e 
fact that we continue to have "nancial crises proves that 
it is di$cult to fully understand how regulation and 
markets interact. Perhaps the best recent examples of 
failed government regulation that led to U.S. "nancial 
crises are the failures of the savings and loans (S&Ls) 
between 1988 and 1994 and the conservatorships of 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in 2008. 

!e inevitability of the S&L crisis was set as early 
as 1966 by the government when it applied Regulation 
Q to thrift institutions (it already applied to banks), 
prohibiting them from o%ering in excess of 5.5% interest 
on customer deposits. It was meant to limit competition, 
increase pro"ts, and subsidize home lending.2 But for a 
few states, thrifts were limited to making 30-year, "xed-
rate mortgage loans at the time (thanks to state usury 
laws) at no more than about 7%.  

But then, the unanticipated happened in the late 
1970s and early 1980s. An inverted yield curve, a 
6-month T-Bill rate of about 15%, double-digit in#ation 
created a tidal wave of disintermediation of depositors 
#eeing from regulated banks and thrifts to higher 
yielding money market funds. Congress empowered 
the Depository Institution Deregulation and Monetary 
Control Committee (DIDC), which looked eerily like 
FSOC, to phase out Regulation Q rapidly. !e bottom 
fell out for thrifts immediately, since they were faced with 
the choice of failing by paying double-digit interest rates 
on deposits (against  a portfolio yielding 7%) or failing by 
losing their access to liquidity.  

SYSTEMIC  REGULATION  IS  A  RESPECTABLE  
TARGET  BUT  IS  ONE  THAT  HAS  SO  FAR  BEEN  
VAGUE  AND  DIFFICULT  TO  IMPLEMENT
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question of whether global "nance companies, broker-
dealers, and asset managers should be considered for 
designation as G-SIFIs.11 !is report has similar #aws in 
its assumptions, analysis, and conclusions. 
 
CONCLUSION

Systemic regulation is a new global regulatory concept 
that can ensure greater safety and soundness of "nancial 
systems, but it can also have an adverse "nancial impact 
on American businesses that can ripple through the 

economy. !e clearer, more transparent, and more 
deliberate that FSOC acts to develop and re"ne the goals 
and tools of systemic regulation, the more successful it 
can be. !e nature of the statutory mandate in Title I and 
the manner in which it is implemented should end up 
signi"cantly improving the chances that unanticipated 
or unintended economic events do not turn into global 
"nancial disasters. Otherwise, a reasonable cost/bene"t 
formulation of systemic regulation will be unattainable, 
and all Americans will needlessly pay more for  
"nancial services. 

 Fifth, as an administrative “agency,” FSOC must 
adhere to the admonition of the Administrative 
Procedure Act (APA) that “members shall not jointly 
conduct or dispose of agency business other than in  
accordance with this section.”6 Given the sparseness of the 
substantive interchanges among FSOC members re#ected 
in public meetings, it suggests that agency business 
is being conducted outside of FSOC meetings. !is 
economy that has become the hallmark of FSOC meetings 
has, among other things, raised concerns about FSOC’s 
transparency by private and governmental critics.7 
 
WHO  IS  OFR  AND  WHAT  IS  IT  DOING?

Congress also created FSOC’s research arm, the O$ce 
of Financial Research (OFR). OFR’s website says that 
it is “an O$ce within Treasury established by Congress 
to serve the Financial Stability Oversight Council, its 
member agencies, and the public by improving the 
quality, transparency, and accessibility of "nancial data 
and information; by conducting and sponsoring research 
related to "nancial stability; and by promoting best 
practices in risk management.”8  

OFR has produced two annual reports, about a dozen 
working papers, and devoted enormous resources to 
its Legal Entity Identi"er (“LEI”) program, a system of 

reference codes meant to uniquely identify companies that 
engage in "nancial transactions and provide companies 
and regulators with the ability to monitor and analyze 
threats to "nancial stability.9 

But OFR has gained most of its notoriety recently 
because of its report, Asset Management and Financial 
Stability, which it released in September 2013. Perhaps the 
most telling fact about the report was that the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, the primary regulator of asset 
managers, not OFR, sought comment on it. 

Commenters have taken OFR’s report to task for, 
among other things: (i) not promulgating the various 
metrics upon which an analysis may be based; (ii) treating 
the asset management business as a monolith; (iii) failing 
to appreciate the fundamental agency aspect of asset 
management and the scalability of the business; and (iv) 
relying on unsubstantiated theories and speculation about 
the potential transmissions of risk and the operation of 
"nancial markets.10 

Similarly, on January 8, 2014, the FSB and the 
International Organization of Securities Commissions 
produced a report, Assessment Methodologies for 
Identifying Non-Bank Non-Insurer Global Systemically 
Important Financial Institutions, which introduces the 

THE  FACT  THAT  WE  CONTINUE  TO  HAVE  
FINANCIAL  CRISES  PROVES  THAT  IT  IS  DIFFICULT  
TO  FULLY  UNDERSTAND  HOW  REGULATION  AND  
MARKETS  INTERACT
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A procurement department, seeing an opportunity to 
reach their cost-reduction goals, switches the source of a 
sub-assembly to another supplier. !is seemed perfectly 

logical; the quality and specs met the requirements. Unbeknownst to 
procurement, this supplier was noted for delivery outages due to poor 
infrastructure and transportation systems in its country. So, while the 
procurement department hit its "nancial targets by driving cost out of 
the supply chain, it may have inadvertently also increased the overall 
company’s exposure to supply chain risk and undue threat to pro"tability.

As this example illustrates, risk can be hard to identify and quantify, 
especially in the context of the myriad complexities associated with 
business today. Taking the right risks at the right time is a necessary 
part of growing a business and adding shareholder value. Organizations 
must balance business growth opportunities with the reality that they 
are operating in a complex world economy with a fragile global supply 
chain, technological dependencies, increased speed of product cycle, and 
complex, interconnected relationships in the marketplace.  

Taking the right risks at the right time   
is a necessary part of growing a business  
and adding shareholder value.



Yet, failure to anticipate growth opportunities or plan 
for adverse events can have serious consequences that 
could lead to negative impacts, like loss of a customer 
base, inadequate asset protection, failure to meet 
regulatory requirements, and lower shareholder value.  
So how can you protect pro"tability and minimize the 
potential for "nancial issues and lifecycle threats derailing 
your company?

Unfortunately, many businesses run headlong into 
risk after they have already missed the opportunity to 
take preemptive (and typically less costly) action. !e 
days of successfully dealing with risks in isolation are 
over. Yet, many fast-paced businesses still operate in a 
risk-knowledge vacuum. To e%ectively navigate today’s 
complex and interdependent business climate, risk and 
opportunities must be understood at all levels of the 
organization. Management can then weigh potential 
impacts and make appropriate adjustments to realize 
the up-side potential of the risks they do take. To 
address these challenges, some "rms are promoting Risk 
Stewardship as an integrated strategy to manage risk 
horizontally and vertically.

Further, the Securities & Exchange Commission 
(SEC) just released its examination priorities for 2014. It 
outlines the intention to “discuss how each "rm identi"es 
and mitigates con#icts of interest and legal, compliance, 
"nancial, and operational risks. !is initiative is designed 
to: (i) evaluate "rms’ control environment and ‘tone at 
the top,’ (ii) understand "rms’ approach to con#ict and 
risk management, and (iii) initiate a dialogue on key risks 
and regulatory requirements.”

Building Business Resiliency

Why should a business care about Risk Stewardship 
and management? !e proof is in the pro"ts. A survey 
by the Federation of European Risk Management 
Associations (FERMA) found that "rms demonstrating 

a more mature approach to risk stewardship have better 
"nancial results.1 Growth in both revenue and earnings 
before interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization 
(EBITDA) growth of over 10% was generated by nearly 
30% of companies with “advanced” risk management 
practices, compared with only about 15% of "rms with 
“emerging” practices.

A study by !e Conference Board2 shows that a 
strong Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) program 
is a factor in increasing revenue and shareholder value. 
!e incorporation of a sophisticated risk management 
program yields increased resilience and agility, as 
demonstrated by the following measurements:

• 80% increased management accountability  
  (shareholder con!dence);

• 79% smoother governance practices;

• 59% increased pro!tability;

• 62% reduced earnings volatility 
  (less volatility); and,

• 86% better informed decisions (learn from risk  
  information and mistakes).

Clearly, creating an active risk culture is correlated 
with higher growth, as an organization becomes more 
aware and accountable for risk. In fact, it has been said 
that CEOs should be heard discussing risk as often as 
they discuss pro"t, since the two are intimately related. 
!us, to reap these bene"ts, it will be increasingly vital 
that an organization develop the ability to scan the risk 
horizon, prioritize issues, and most importantly, develop 
actionable intelligence the business can use in managing 
threats. !e right risk management framework can help 
prepare today’s enterprise for tomorrow’s events and 
build a more resilient organization that can maximize 
chances to thrive in light of unprecedented challenges.  
!ere are proven risk tools and techniques that can help 
your company:

• Visualize and quantify the interconnections/dependencies of risk that may not be apparent; 

 • Improve anticipation and accountability for actions to minimize negative impacts; and, 

 • Enable risk knowledge to be mapped and leveraged throughout the organization.

A Harvard Study sponsored by Zurich3 showed that more than two-thirds of executives from around the world 
recognize that risk management has become somewhat or signi"cantly more important since the recession. Sound risk 
stewardship now demands an enterprise risk management approach that addresses exposures and opportunities from 
all angles, searching for emerging exposures and unexpected interconnections—concentration and correlations—that 
may not be as visible from a decentralized viewpoint. 
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Encouraging Risk Stewardship 

According to the Merriam-Webster’s dictionary, 
stewardship can be described as “the conducting, 
supervising, or managing of something; especially: 
the careful and responsible management of something 
entrusted to one’s care.”4 For an organization, Risk 
Stewardship demands an understanding of the risks 
encountered, along with the necessary framework 
and business controls to anticipate and manage 
those risks holistically.

You can’t manage what you can’t see, so the "rst step in 
addressing potential corporate exposures is engaging the 
organization in actively identifying and measuring risks 
on a regular basis. It requires recognition that business 
challenges do not often respect silos. Risks can build as a 
sequence of events or decisions and can occur as “Causal 
Risk Chains,” manifesting as a correlated in#uence within 
the organization. Examples may include labor unrest, safety 
issues, transportation reliability, and supply chain logistics. 

Risks can also have inherent commonalities that lead 
to risk concentrations, which may be addressed more 
e%ectively by managing them as a group. Advantages 
include the ability to learn from organizational experience 
and consistent application of risk mitigation strategies.

Due to the fact that one issue can have a “knock 
on e%ect” in the company, the issue can e%ectively 
magnify the negative impact to the organization if 
these interrelations are not identi"ed and quanti"ed. 
!e next step is to make it actionable, to promote 
ownership within the business for treating that potential 
exposure, since they are ultimately the bene"ciary of the 
improvements. !is concept of Risk Stewardship can help 
build proactive accountability within the organization, 
helping a "rm actively manage risk in concert with 
changing business dynamics.

In consulting with companies that have followed 
this path, there are two main barriers to garnering the 
bene"ts from Risk Stewardship: an e%ective method 
of communicating the risk landscape a company faces; 
and the ability to assign risk accountability necessary to 
manage risk on an ongoing basis. !ese two factors are 
the cornerstones in driving responsible Risk Stewardship 
throughout the organization.

Scanning the Horizon: Risk Mapping

Many companies are using Zurich Insurance’s 
risk mapping and assessment tool (called Total Risk 
Pro"ling, a proven risk-identi"cation and prioritization 
methodology) to embed Risk Stewardship across 
the organization. !is risk mapping is often a quick, 

workshop-based approach, where a facilitator-led team develops a risk pro"le by determining relative ratings in 
likelihood/"nancial impact terms of risk scenarios to de"ne the underlying issues, breaking them into components of 
vulnerability, risk triggers, and consequences.

!e Total Risk Pro"ling mapping process can be applied to a variety of business challenges, including annual 
operations, projects, mergers and acquisitions, and new products or territories. !is risk mapping can help not only 
identify and quantify risks but also assign responsible risk owners or stewards. It can guide an organization to more 
e$ciently prioritize and budget resources for critical strategic and operational risk mitigation. !e key steps in Total 
Risk Pro"ling can be seen below.  

Risk mapping can help create a common organizational risk language and encourage stewardship for measuring and 
monitoring improvements. Risk mapping can also promote improvements in the seven components of an enterprise 
risk management program, outlined in the ISO 31000 standard.
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In addition, risk mapping can embed business risk management as an integral and bene"cial competency to 
support an organization or unit in attaining its objectives and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Taking it one step 
further, the company can then begin to develop Key Risk Indicators (KRIs). In summary, KPIs help a "rm see how 
it is performing in relation to its strategic goals and objectives, while KRIs are leading indicators of risk to business 
performance, giving early warning that a potential risk event may be triggered. KRIs are designed to provide enough 
advance notice for the "rm to take action to address or redirect business activities prior to a potentially larger impact.

To help improve resilience and pro"tability, businesses 
must collaborate to look at opportunities and risks 
(beyond single dimensions) to better understand the 
complexities and interconnectivity of risks that can 
cause the most signi"cant impact on the organization. 
!is requires a broad and cooperative approach to risk 
management that brings key leaders out of silos and 
engages senior management and the board.

Tangible Results

Risk Stewardship techniques and tools can support a 
strategic ERM approach that delivers a proactive process 
for planning, organizing, and controlling risk-taking 
activities so as to optimize the e%ects of risk on capital, 
earnings, and reputation. Using Total Risk Pro"ling, 
Zurich moved to a risk-based approach that consistently 
identi"es and factors in estimated corporate risk to 
better quantify and manage operational risks. As a 
result, one Zurich business unit experienced a reduction 
of more than 20% in operational risk-based capital 
consumption, freeing up capital to fund other more 
pro"table growth initiatives.

A strategic risk management culture should integrate 
broad business analytics and mapping into risk-aware 
decision making. Improved Risk Stewardship should 
help an organization:

• Address the main risks that may hinder  
  achieving our strategic objective;

• Improve risk-based decision-making, business  
  resilience and capital e"ciency; and

• Provide a wide-angle lens into maximizing  
  corporate opportunity.

 

Ideally, risk awareness should be embedded at the 
board level and run both top-down and bottom-up to 
encourage broad risk understanding and stewardship. 
With clear top-down messaging of expectations, the 
entire company can learn to properly leverage risk within 
a de"ned tolerance level. By embedding a repeatable 
process for addressing today’s interconnected risks, 
companies can better understand their total risk pro"le 
and support data-driven intelligence that can improve 
strategic decisions, enable dialogue and accountability, 
and reduce barriers to success. 

Linda Conrad is director of strategic business 

risk for Zurich. She leads a global team 

responsible for delivering tactical solutions to 

strategic issues like business resilience, supply 

chain risk, enterprise risk management, total 

risk profiling. Conrad addresses enterprise 

resiliency issues in print and television 

appearances, including CNBC and Fox Business News, and a Wall 

Street Journal Microsite.  

Conrad is on the RIMS ERM Committee and Supply Chain Risk 

Leadership Council.  She holds a specialist designation in ERM, and 

serves on the board of the Institute of Risk Management in London.

Footnotes: 
 

1. Florence Bindelle, “Risk Management is Linked to Better 

Corporate Performance,” FERMA, Nov. 29, 2012. 

2. Ellen Hexter and Henry M. Silvert, “From Risk Management to 

Risk Strategy,” The Conference Board, October 2005. 

3. “Risk Management in a Time of Global Uncertainty,” Harvard 

Business Review Analytic Services Report, 2011. 

4. Merriam-Webster Dictionary, s.v. “stewardship.”
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Managing at the Speed of Risk

As global businesses are increasingly focused on the 
challenge of managing interconnected risks, each business 
or functional unit may bene"t from mapping its "nancial 
and operational risks, supply chains and sourcing, market 
security, resources, and other issues. Companies in today’s 
marketplace need to know how to address questions, such as:

• Where are the organization’s sales and  
  pro!tability at risk? 

 • Where should they make their next investment,  
  and with what problems might they reckon? 

 • What risks are out there about which they may  
  not be thinking? 

 • How can organizations evaluate strategic  
  direction in an ever-changing global risk  
  landscape?



LESSONS FROM SILICON VALLEY ON
REVIVING AMERICAN DREAMS

THE FUTURE OF            
AMERICAN SUCCESS

success

wealth

education

influence

achievement

Knowledge S uccess has become a tricky word again in the business world. Robert Reich, a former 
secretary of labor and professor of public policy at the University of California at 
Berkeley, considered the paradox of success more than 14 years ago.1 He saw that the 

notion of success triggered polarizing reactions in American society, and he argued that both 
the critics and optimists were right.

!e topic of success has resurfaced today. Since 2011, the Occupy Wall Street movement 
has spurred the social cry of “We Are !e 99%,” causing a backlash against the top income 
earners in the United States and leading to an uneven yet heated debate on questions of 
opportunity, privilege, and power. 

Micah White, a former Adbusters editor who incited the "rst Occupy Wall Street protest, 
told me: “Occupy Wall Street was not the "rst cry, but it’s the most potent.” 

Outside the United States, the international press has observed a growing antagonism 
toward business. In a special report, !e Economist magazine pointed out an antagonistic spiral 
occurring between governments and business, which in turn fuels voter cynicism that then 
further prompts more company bashing and the demand for higher taxes and regulation.2 

Bob Linscheid, who heads the Chamber of Commerce in San Francisco, is experiencing the 
trend keenly at the local level. In San Francisco, city activists regularly protest private company 
shuttles used by tech giants (such as Apple, Google, and Facebook) to transport employees, in 
lieu of public transit. Says Linscheid, “I am beside myself on what to do strategically to take 

AS THE NATION’S DEMOGRAPHICS 
SHIFT FOR MILLENNIALS AND 
THE NEXT GENERATION, THEIR 
BELIEFS AND VALUES ARE 
SHAPING THEIR PRIORITIES

BY TAMARA CARLETON, PH.D., U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION 
FELLOW, FOUNDER AND CEO, INNOVATION LEADERSHIP BOARD LLC
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the pressure o% these wonderful companies who are 
creating many new job opportunities.” 

In many ways, this is American politics at its best 
and worst. And research shows that public opinion  
is cyclical.3  

AMERICAN DREAMING IN CALIFORNIA

I sit in Silicon Valley, which continues to grow during 
a period of austerity—even though Chief Executive 
magazine named California as America’s worst state for 
doing business for the ninth year in a row.4  Moreover, 
the technology region leads the nation in terms of 
wage growth, according to data from the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. 

I wondered what keeps Silicon Valley perpetually 
fruitful within the nation’s harsh economic environment, 
so I looked for examples that would reveal keys for future 
success. In particular, I wanted to hear from the rising 
generation of leaders because their views would reveal 
their depth of faith in the American Dream. What do 
they see as important? What does success mean to them 
as they look ahead in their life?

As it turns out, the American Dream is strong in 
California, but it’s not just one dream anymore. !e 
original dream was the chance to achieve great things 
(and, by extension, great fortune). !en the dream came 
to include the ability to show that achievement, namely 
through home ownership. Now the dream is changing 
again what it means to be quintessentially American.

As the nation’s demographics shift for Millennials 
and the next generation, their beliefs and values are 
shaping their priorities. Linscheid says, “I think the 
American Dream has changed because the attitudes of 
people are changing.”

For much of the United States, the American Dream 
has been reduced from being prosperous on many levels 
to simply being "nancially stable. A 2013 Credit.com 
poll showed that nearly one in four people between the 
ages of 18 and 24 de"ned the American Dream as being 
debt free. What is telling is that respondents had to select 
from a limited set of options—there was no choice about 
achieving success or making a di%erence in the world.

Here in Silicon Valley, what is important is that 
dreams don’t stay as fantasy. !ere is a strong belief in  
 

making ideas real and seeing these ideas bene"t others, 
and from that, the rewards will come. 

Silicon Valley celebrates an abundance mindset, 
which I have written about before with the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce Foundation. An abundance 
mindset is based on the belief that ample resources 
are available for everyone, and if these resources are 
not readily available, they can be created. In short, the 
possibilities are only limited by imagination. 

!is abundance mindset is powerful. It can operate 
on the personal level or function as a community 
outlook. In contrast, people with a growth mindset—
often discussed within higher education circles— 
believe they can learn more and become smarter if  
they work hard and persevere, qualities essential for  
great achievement. 

An abundance mindset takes the growth mindset 
further by considering the impact outside self-
actualization. With an abundance mindset, people 
practice “paying it forward,” extending goodwill to the 
broader network, as well as sharing group-generated 
rewards more widely through employee ownership and 
other forms of return.

A TRIPLE HELIX OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP, 
LEARNING, AND MERITOCRACY

I found three vital elements contributing most to 
people achieving their American Dreams—and more 
importantly, fostering other dreams around them 
through an abundance mindset. !ese elements are 
entrepreneurship, learning, and meritocracy. By seeing 
what works in Silicon Valley with these three elements, 
we can gain insight into adopting and extending a 
formula of success to other communities.

Francisco Martinez has seen the American Dream 
change in one generation. In the 1980s, his father came 
to Silicon Valley from one of the poorest regions of Mexico, 
wishing for a better paying job. When his father saw the 
food, cars, and overall lifestyle of everyone, Martinez says, 
“his American Dream was born at that time.”

Soon his father earned a green card and brought over 
the remaining family, including Francisco, who was 4 
years old. !e Martinez Family Farm started with a  
half-acre lot that they grew to nearly 150 acres by the 
mid 1990s. 

AN ABUNDANCE 
MINDSET IS BASED 
ON THE BELIEF THAT 
AMPLE RESOURCES 
ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
EVERYONE
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Caucasian and nearly 30% Hispanic, with the remaining 
families a United Nations mix. In 2008, nearly half of 
the school’s students in grades third through sixth scored 
below pro"cient reading levels, and many came from 
families in which English was not the primary language 
at home. 

While redeeming an Apple iTunes gift card that  
year, Johnson discovered several child-friendly 
audiobooks that he could listen to on his iPod. Johnson 
then contacted Jim Trelease, author of !e Read Aloud 
Handbook, who replied “that if you only use an iPod  
to listen to music, you are wasting it as a valuable 
learning tool.” 

Johnson decided to combine individual learning and 
mobile technology with formal educational goals. With 
the aid of grant funds, Johnson set up a school library 
of audiobooks, plus an iPod lending system, tailored for 
each child’s reading level. Johnson says, “My basic goal 
was to provide equal access to grade level material and 
reading skills for non-pro"cient students.”

Called the El Crystal Audiobook Project (eCAP), the 
program gave children a personal reading and vocabulary 
digital coach available anytime at school and, most 
importantly, at home. Studies show that the number 
of words a child hears in early life will determine their 
academic success and even their IQ in later life. 

From the start of the program, all eCAP students 
gained at least 100 points in their reading test scores, 
matching average pro"cient readers. Today, Johnson 
knows at least three schools in the district using the 
eCAP program, and he continues to share his success 
story with other educators. Due to Johnson’s persistence 
and action—and willingness to take an abundance 
mindset—this program increases these children’s chances 
for success at a critical stage in their lives.

Like Martinez, Smith, and Johnson, there are many 
stories visible and hidden in Silicon Valley, and in 
other places across the United States, that show the 
American Dream is alive and kicking. !e hallmarks 
of entrepreneurship, learning, and meritocracy remain 
deeply embedded in the American Dream, even if the 
manifestation is changing with the new generation. 
Finding more of these stories will uncover how the 
nature of success will continue to de"ne young 
Americans—and the abundant future they will create  
for us all.  

 

Tamara Carleton, Ph.D., is a fellow at the U.S. 

Chamber of Commerce Foundation and is 

the founder and chief executive officer of 

Innovation Leadership Board LLC, a global 

leader in the design of tools and processes that 

enable radical innovation. Previously, she was a 

fellow with the Foundation for Enterprise Development and also 

for the Bay Area Science and Innovation Consortium. A former 

management consultant at Deloitte Consulting LLP, Carleton 

specialized in emerging solutions in enterprise applications, 

customer experience, and marketing strategy. 
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THESE MOTIVATED STUDENTS SOON 
REALIZE THEY CAN ACHIEVE MORE IN 
LIFE WITH A KNOWLEDGE OF BUSINESS 
THAT PUTS THE TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE— 
PEOPLE, PLANET, AND PROFIT 
—INTO THEIR FUTURE ASPIRATIONS.

While Martinez’s father had completed sixth 
grade, and his mother, only second grade, his parents 
felt strongly that education would create a world of 
abundance for Martinez and his four sisters. He laughs, 
“We had to promise getting a degree before they would 
give their blessing to get married.” 

All the children completed high school and went  
on to college.

Martinez began a university program in mechanical 
engineering but then stopped his studies to save the 
family farm. With his help, they returned to  
pro"tability by selling into niche markets—including 
an emerging trend of farmers markets in the 1990s—
with exotic produce, including chili peppers from their 
Mexican hometown.

“Now I am also a farmer,” says Martinez. He 
transferred to San Jose State University to be closer to 
the farm, as well as to the entrepreneurial spirit in Silicon 
Valley. He is now working towards a graduate degree in 
engineering because his dream is to apply technology 
to small farming. He says, “If you work hard, you can 
achieve many things.” 

Martinez notices a change in how other people 
approach him, including longtime friends of his  
father. “!ey are not looking at me as a 20 year old,” 

he says. “!ey see me as a business person—not with a 
secret power but a secret knowledge of how I can  
make it work.”

I also heard from Dwight Smith, who helps hundreds 
of young leaders like Martinez pursue their American 
Dreams through entrepreneurial thinking. Smith helps 
coordinate all of the undergraduate leadership programs 
for Net Impact, a nonpro"t dedicated to building 
the business skills and networks of emerging leaders. 
By working with a range of institutions, including 
historically black colleges and universities, Net Impact 
wants to inspire a new generation to drive social and 
environmental change on campus and throughout their 
careers. Headquartered in San Francisco, Net Impact is 
channeling the entrepreneurial character of the Silicon 
Valley region to other parts across the nation.

Smith says, “To these students, it is more than just 
getting a job.” !ese motivated students soon realize 
they can achieve more in life with a knowledge of 
business that puts the triple bottom line—people, 
planet, and pro"t—into their future aspirations. For 
Smith personally, he is building a platform that fosters 
abundant personal growth with national growth.

Skip Johnson did not plan to be an entrepreneur. 
Johnson is principal of El Crystal STEM Magnet 
School in San Bruno, a city in Silicon Valley that is 40% 
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Foundation: What is Google Translate’s secret 
ingredient?
 
Hughes: !e not-so-secret ingredient in Google Translate 
is data from good translations that already exist on the 
Internet. Our statistical machine translation approach 
looks at millions of documents written in many di%erent 
languages; for example, a book translated into multiple 
languages or o$cial United Nations documents. Patterns 
in these translations help us determine our translation, 
and we continue to learn more over time. We’ve recently 
added languages that aren’t used as often, but a central 
piece of our statistical machine translation is high-quality 
translations that are already on the Web. 

Foundation: Has anything surprised you about how 
people use Google Translate?

Hughes: It turns out a lot of people use it to test their own 
ability to speak a second language. !ey use it to practice 
before talking to someone in a language they don’t know 
well. I love hearing stories about the day-to-day uses of 
Translate. From communicating with a store clerk 
when you’re traveling abroad or using the camera-input 
feature to decipher a menu or street sign, people are 
always using Translate in ways that help them better 
connect with one another.

 

Macdu% Hughes joined Google in 2007 as an 
engineering director and currently leads the Google 
Translate development team. His previous projects at 
Google include management of Google Accounts and 
Google Voice. Macdu% holds a bachelor’s degree from 
Stanford University and also studied at the University 
of Trier and Columbia University.

Foundation: What does success look like to you?

Hughes: Sometimes Translate works so well that people 
don’t even notice they’re reading a translation. !at’s what 
makes me happiest. We’re always working hard to improve 
the quality of our translations, and in the past year, we’ve 
added new features on our mobile apps that give people 
even more ways to use Translate as a tool to break down 
communication barriers. Even a few years ago, we didn’t 
think we could be where we are today, and we’re excited 
about the future.  

Foundation: When creating a highly technical and 
innovative tool, are there any risks you will not take?

Hughes: We take the security and privacy of our users—
and the rest of the Internet—very seriously. Even a small 
risk of harm is something that we actively work to avoid. 
User trust is our most important asset. It’s very hard to 
recover if we lose it.

Foundation: What does failure teach you and your 
development team?

Hughes: To think big. It’s inevitable that some, if not 
most, of the things we try will fail. But that’s OK, because we’re 
thinking big and trying things that have huge impact. We learn 
from every failure and get to think even bigger the next time.

Foundation: What’s the biggest risk you’ve ever taken?

Hughes: We’ve seen many milestones in Translate, 
including releasing Haitian Creole as a language immediately 
in the aftermath of the earthquake in 2010, or Persian Farsi 
in the wake of the Iranian protests in 2009. While we had 
been working on these languages for some time, under 
normal circumstances they would have been launched a bit 
later. But we see Translate as an important tool to help people 
on the ground or for those seeking more information abroad. 
We launched with the caveat that the languages may not 
be optimized in all translation pairs, but we were happy to 
respond to a clear need.

Foundation: What (or who) inspires you in your 
development work?

Hughes: I’m most inspired by personal stories of how 
translations can solve problems, like in emergencies, 
while traveling, or when communicating with relatives in 
another country. Every one reminds me why this matters 
and humanizes the big numbers we see every day. Next to 
that, the stories of failure (which are usually funny) remind 
me how far we still have to go.

Foundation: What’s the next big breakthrough for 
Google Translate? 

Hughes: Either neural nets, semantics, or both. Neural 
nets allow us to look more holistically at a sentence, 
rather than scanning linearly across chunks of words. 
Semantics—having some idea of meaning that carries 
across languages—will help "x a lot of the biggest 
mistakes. And combining the two, there’s active research 
on using neural nets to build semantic models.

Foundation: What does the future of data-driven 
innovation look like to you?

Hughes: Data innovation in the future continues to be 
smarter and more useful. For example, Google Now can 
nudge me to leave work early to get to an appointment at 
my kid’s school because there’s an accident on the freeway, 
without me ever having had to tell it anything. It’s useful 
and relevant information to me. 

Foundation: What guidance do you have for new 
entrepreneurs and innovators in this space?

Hughes: I would echo Larry Page, our CEO: new 
innovators should be ambitious. At Google, we like to 
take moonshots. Pick hard problems, and in 5 or 10 years, 
people will be astounded and thank you for having solved 
them. !ere are still lots of those problems out there.
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What makes prizes so compelling today is how greatly they seem to contrast with 
our stagnant times. Growth has slowed to a trickle, while pools of talent slowly 
dwindle. We live on the innovation frontier with vast possibilities; yet all we 
clearly see is a present that seems humbled by the past. Where moon shots once 
lit up our skies, we’re left gazing down at our smartphone’s soft glow. Prizes open 
the imagination to what’s unseen.

From The Power of Prizes: Incentivizing Radical Innovation by Michael Hendrix

An abundance mindset is different from a scarcity mindset, which focuses on 
enforcing limits, conserving resources, and addressing short-term needs within 
a community. An abundance mindset focuses, instead, on exploring options, 
leveraging resources, and considering long-term needs. Both mindsets are 
needed within society, yet leaders who adopt an abundance mindset are able to 
present more compelling visions of future change to their communities.

From Reinventing Cities: Taking an Abundance Mindset to Expand Regional Vision and Impact 
by Tamara Carleton

The demand from U.S. manufacturers for employees with advanced 
manufacturing skills will steadily increase over this decade, with an opportunity 
for public-private partnerships to assist in facilitating the supply of human capital 
and other services necessary for the economic resurgence of many of America’s 
beleaguered urban areas—also the traditional “home” of much of America’s 
manufacturing infrastructure.

From Manufacturing Renaissance Councils: Models for Success? by Thomas A. Hemphill

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
Curated from recent U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation research, blogs, and events. 
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BLOGS http://www.uschamberfoundation.org/blog

Young people have redefined success, and their new definition values experience over possession.

Leslie Bradshaw, Foundation Fellow and Co-founder of Small Data Enterprises
“The New American Dream: Mobility, Flexibility, Experience” | February 3, 2014

The truth is that anything or anyone that requires knowledge in order to work has something at stake with data. For 
every company in America, good data means good business. There is much to be gained from understanding more 
about data-driven innovation and what it means to the world we live in.

Michael Hendrix, Director, Emerging Issues & Research, U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation
“3 Key Questions on Data-Driven Innovation | January 9, 2014

The United States is slated to become the world’s largest oil producer in just a few years … The best way to ensure 
continued energy abundance is to trust markets, including allowing crude oil exports.

James Slutz, Foundation Fellow and President and Managing Director, Global Energy Strategies LLC 
Oil—Do We Have Enough to Share? | February 12, 2014

America’s future rests in part on our ability to succeed in a place where only the bravest venture and only the 
strongest survive. Fortunately, that’s what this country does best.

Rich Cooper, Vice President of Emerging Issues & Research, U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation
“The Energy Behind Innovation – Better Batteries Fueling Jobs, Economy” | February 27, 2014

“With great power,” Peter Parker’s (and therefore Spiderman’s) uncle tells us, “comes great responsibility.” For 
Washington, however, ambiguity and complexity are features, not bugs. Ambiguity and complexity promote control 
without accountability, power without responsibility. The only solution to this crisis of complexity is to reform the very 
laws, rules, scope, and aims of government itself. But regulations that are well defined and understood can be just as 
bad, or worse.

Bret Swanson, Foundation Scholar and President, Entropy Economics LLC
“How Can We Make Government Less Complex?” | December 12, 2013

ISSUE 10



“There is going to be, and is now, a growing shortage of what I call 
‘frontline tech-savvy’ workers, at the middle skill in particular, and that 
shortage is going to become one of America’s constraining factors in the 
growth of our economy.” 

Dr. Robert Templin, Jr.
President, Northern Virginia Community College
February 26, 2014  

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW

Dr. Robert Templin, Jr., President, Northern Virginia Community College

Charles Moorman, Chairman and CEO, Norfolk Southern

“There’s a clear gap in what students are told they 
need to know and what employers are expecting 
them to know when they meet.”

The Honorable John McKernan,  
President, U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation  
February 26, 2014

As the type of work that we do continues to evolve and better align with the needs of the global economy—and our 
own personal lives—we imagine that what constitutes a professional rite of passage, too, will evolve.

Leslie Bradshaw, Foundation Fellow and Chief Operating Officer, Guide 
and Tamara Carleton, Foundation Fellow and Founder and CEO, Innovation Leadership Board LLC
“Are American Rights of Passage Changing Across Generations?” | December 16, 2013

With a national database [for pawn shop transactions], information already being reported to local authorities 
could be centralized. Easy access by police and detectives would deter crime and result in more solved cases 
using fewer resources. 

Melissa Guay, Foundation Researcher
“Don’t Pawn This, You Might Get Caught” | February 10, 2014

QUOTES
“First rate infrastructure 
and job growth go 
hand-in-hand, and I’ve 
seen it in my 
own experience.”
 Anthony Foxx 
 United States Secretary of Transportation 
 February 20, 2014

“We own and maintain our 
own infrastructures. It’s all 
private money, with very 
few exceptions, that goes 
into running the railroad 
business.”
 Charles Moorman 
 Chairman and CEO, Norfolk Southern 
 February 20, 2014

Anthony Foxx, United States Secretary of Transportation 
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Scholars and fellows SPEAK!   

What’s the biggest risk business 
leaders face today?

“!ere is a paradigm in the software world called Agile. While being lowercase-a 
agile is admirable, capital-A Agile methods are critical. You risk overspending in 
the wrong direction if you are not employing this new model.” 

      - Leslie Bradshaw 

“Society’s changing understanding and acceptance of risk is driving regulations 
and litigation. !is “no risk” mindset is causing unprecedented delays in 
regulatory decisions while dramatically raising uncertainty for business.” 

      - James Slutz 

“Employers risk losing the talent war. Regardless of the type of innovation and 
invention any CEO pursues, a gap in talent leads directly to fewer opportunities 
chased, and ultimately, captured. !e winners will be the leaders today who 
focus on building a pipeline to prepare and shape tomorrow’s talent.” 

      - Tamara Carleton  

“!e twin risks posed by Washington: taxation and hyper-regulation; and 
the temptation to focus on Washington largesse rather than great products 
and services.” 

      - Bret Swanson  

“America’s massive "scal imbalance. It erodes U.S. competitiveness by 
threatening higher taxes and interest rates, quickening in#ation, crowding out 
private investment, and increasing debt service obligations that defund national 
budgetary priorities.” 

      - John Raidt 

Scholars and fellows SPEAK!   
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History is full of “what if” questions, big and small. “What if a tyrant had been stopped before 
war broke out” or, “what if a player made that one shot in the course of the game?” !ese kinds of 
questions prompt debate from scholarly institutions to bar stools about how the world could have 
been a far di%erent place.

In all industries and activities, opportunities and risks are found in great supply. Yet, for as clearly as we 
may see the world around us, there are factors we can control and those we cannot. How we recognize 
and embrace those factors is often what de"nes our earnest preparedness or our shear recklessness.  

Despite all of the preparations and simulations that the world’s "rst moonwalkers, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, 
endured in their years of training, even they didn’t know exactly what would happen when they stepped onto a world 
other than Earth. For as exhilarating and inspiring as it may have been for the world to watch those grainy black and white 
images broadcast on TVs around the planet, it was just as terrifying and nerve wracking for their families and NASA’s 
Mission Control in Houston monitoring every step they took. What if Armstrong and Aldrin never took that risk, that 
giant leap?

Investors, shareholders, and business leaders ask themselves a similar question. As proactive and prudent as they may want 
an enterprise to be to provide assured return on investment, unforeseen changes as a result of altered operating conditions 
(e.g., market, geopolitical, leadership upheavals) can be cause for concern, and in some cases, alarm. Yet, 21st-century 
technology and new approaches to understanding the world give company leaders a greater capacity to navigate risk-"lled 
business environments.

Risk science, awareness, engagement, and simulation have never been more available. !e tools and talent available to 
understand risk can be found in degree programs, YouTube lectures, white board formulas, computer software, and even in 
the palm of your hand on a smartphone app. !ere will always be “unknown unknowns” that can cause dramatic changes 
to an operation, but no enterprise (regardless of size or industry) can plead ignorance to understanding the risk conditions 
of today’s business and operational environments. 

Perhaps the greatest challenge is not just recognizing risk but coming to terms with it and accepting the value it can o%er. 
!at’s where failure comes into play. Anyone who has ever failed at anything knows the pain and embarrassment that comes 
from it, but it is applying the lessons learned that can make the next venture even more rewarding and successful.  

Any car can be accident-proof if you never put it in drive and take it for a spin. But what if you do shift into gear? What if 
you accept a measure of risk and take a calculated chance on realizing opportunities and bene"ts? Regret is most often felt 
over the things you didn’t do rather than those you did, the risks not taken and the potentially better outcome that could 
have resulted. Success is not possible without failure, and you cannot have success without taking some risk along the way. 
In the end, informed risk makes a journey ultimately worthwhile, and embracing that risk makes for a drive worth taking. 
To do anything less is a road not traveled where views and opportunities can never be seen or realized.

        Rich Cooper
        Editor-in-chief
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